
adidas Golf Athletes 'Geared For More' at U.S.
Open
Johnson, Day and Garcia to wear styles from the adidas Golf
Autumn / Winter 2016 Range

The U.S. Open returns to Oakmont Country Club in a few days and adidas Golf is excited to

share the apparel scripting to be worn by its key athletes this week. Dustin Johnson, Jason Day

and Sergio Garcia will be Geared For More as they hit the links in the city of bridges.  

Dustin Johnson remains motivated in his quest for a Major win. He will look bold in blue as he

takes on the course wearing two different polos, the climacool® gradient polo and

the climacool performance polo, both of which utilise climacool technology for zonal cooling.



The World's #1 Jason Day will sport a new Autumn/Winter polo, the climachill™ print block

polo, which features climachill fabric for maximum cooling through 360° ventilation, and

the climacool 3-Stripes polo as he takes on the second Major. He will also be dialed in

wearing TOUR360 BOA BOOST footwear throughout the week.

Sergio Garcia will be on trend in colour blocked polos with pops of pink. Wearing three different

polos throughout the tournament, including the climacool engineered stripe polo, climachill

blocked polo and climachill 3-Stripes competition polo, Garcia will pair his polos with

the ultimate pant, which features a stretch waistband with silicone gripper, moisture-wicking

and water resistant stretch fabrication, and snag-free micromesh pockets.  



ABOUT EUROPE

About TaylorMade Golf Company

Headquartered in Carlsbad, California, TaylorMade Golf Company sells golf equipment, footwear, apparel and
accessories under the TaylorMade, adidas Golf, Adams and Ashworth brands. TaylorMade Golf Company posted
2014 sales of €913 million.

About the adidas Group

The adidas Group is a global leader in the sporting goods industry, offering a broad portfolio of footwear, apparel
and hardware for sport and lifestyle around the core brands adidas, Reebok, TaylorMade and Reebok-CCM
Hockey. Headquartered in Herzogenaurach, Germany, the Group employs more than 55,000 people across the
globe and generated sales of around € 17 billion in 2015.
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